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Abstract. This work presents a modern approach to Human Factors
Engineering enabling integrated simulation and human evaluation of
early prototypes of flight deck systems in a immersive environment.
The presented approach introduces pragmatic considerations regarding
cognitive engineering frameworks such as Cognitive Work Analysis and
Hierarchical Analysis for practical use with computational system sim-
ulations, laying down the foundation for efficient, quantitative Human
Factors analysis in early product design phases. This principle is fur-
ther demonstrated through a decentralized implementation leveraging
the advantages of semantically connecting an immersive Virtual Reality
environment with system simulations and semi-automated human factor
analysis modules.
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1 Introduction

Human Factors and Ergonomics (HFE) has proven to bring significant value
in improving performance and ease of use of complex systems. However it still
suffers from a lack of adoption among industrial decision makers [3]. Recent
efforts in Human System Integration (HSI) attempt to fill the gap between HFE
methods and industrial processes to foster the use of human-centered methods
[2,11]. Moreover, Human Factors considerations must be accounted for in early
design phases to be able to influence design of subsystems in due date [7]. Along
this goal, the iVISION project aims to use semantic technologies and virtual
reality environments to assist engineers with Human Factors methods in early
phases of cockpit and flight systems design process to avoid high re-design costs
and unsatisfying performance-safety compromises.

A holistic Human Factors analysis of a complex socio-technical system like
a modern flight deck requires the consideration of many variables such as the
physical interface, flight systems and its underlying logic as well as procedures,
role allocation and their impact on system performance and safety. Therefore,
one needs a fully integrated simulation and evaluation architecture able to help
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conduct HFE analysis early in the design process. Current design processes suffer
from various flaws among which we can identify:

1. The range of Human Factors methods used in industry is often limited to
ad-hoc choices based on available knowledge, time and resources.

2. The coding and analysis of Human-In-The-Loop (HITL) experiments is ten-
uous and time-consuming.

3. Early user studies are either conducted on individual subsystems or incom-
plete and semi-functional systems whereas most issues originate from inter-
action between humans and subsystems and subsystems themselves.

This work presents an ecological simulation and design evaluation framework,
combining benefits from Virtual Environments and Semantic Technology for a
pragmatic use of Human Factors methods in early phases of complex socio-
technical systems design.

1.1 Objectives

The overall objective of this work is to develop a modular, extensible, immersive,
semi-automated evaluation system for Human Factors analysis of novel flight
deck equipment, displays and concepts. This paper firstly introduces a high-
level ontology for the description of complex socio-technical systems as well as
pragmatics as guidelines for practical use. Secondly, a highly versatile simula-
tion and Human-In-The-Loop framework architecture is introduced implement-
ing these guidelines. Finally, a case-study implementation shows the advantages
and capabilities of such an approach in the field of civil aviation and early flight
deck design.

2 Background

The framework presented in this work finds its underlying concepts in Cognitive
Engineering (CE) with a focus on ecological design (ED). This section reviews
some key CE concepts and puts this work in perspective of the iVISION project.

2.1 Cognitive Engineering and Ecological Design

The question of modeling complex socio-technical systems has been studied
extensively, ranging from safety-critical technical systems like control rooms of
nuclear power plants to systems with a greater social impact such as stock mar-
kets, military command and control systems [16]. Hollnagel and Woods along
with Rasmussen and Vicente were among the first researchers to include cogni-
tion in the system engineering process rather than treating the human factor as a
linear information processor. Ecological design brings cognition outside of linear
laboratory experiments as the entire work environment is argued to influence
human action and performance.
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A man-machine system must be viewed as a cognitive system that presents
more variability and adaptability than a simple mechanical system. It produces
intelligent action and its behavior is goal oriented, data and concept-driven [5].
Therefore HFE experts need to develop holistic models of such systems and
gather data obtained in realistic work environments.

A multi-level functional representation of such systems is given by Rasmussen
et al.: the Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) from which Ecological Interface Design
(EID) suggests a direct implementation. AH is a multi-level stratified represen-
tation of a work domain allowing to cope with its complexity and supporting
goal-directed problem solving [16]. A more behavioral representation is proposed
by Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) which is comprised of a decomposition of
system goals into subgoals and potentially cognitive tasks [1].

2.2 Shared Representations in Human Factors

Few authors make the effort of discussing interoperability between theoretical
frameworks within Cognitive Engineering. Lind produced a remarkable onto-
logical study of the concepts involved in Rasmussen and Vicente’s Abstraction
Hierarchy [9]. Ontological uncertainties exist in the concept of functions, the car-
dinality of mean-ends and whole-parts relations. Lind mentions the conceptual
variability of the word function but does not attempt to treat the problem as
it would require a thorough analysis of a whole cluster of related concepts: goal,
objective, function, disposition, action. However, Jenkins et al. showed that when
treated correctly, both methods can be complimentary and would benefit from
formal communication means between frameworks [6]. Joint use is recommended
however it is not made clear how to reconcile conceptual and ontological dif-
ferences. Miller and Vicente illustrate ontological differences of HTA and Work
Domain Analysis by applying both to the design of an interface for the DURESS
II system [12].

2.3 The iVISION Project

Part of this work was conducted within the frame of the EU funded project: iVI-
SION which aims at bringing together capabilities from three distinct scientific
areas: Human Factors, Virtual Reality and Web Semantics. The overarching goal
of iVISION is to allow Human Factors experts to benefit from immersive envi-
ronments and semantic technologies to support cockpit design. On the human
factors side, iVISION mostly focuses on methods derived from Hierarchical Task
Analysis such as Critical Path Analysis (CPA) and Systematic Human Error
Reduction and Prediction Approach (SHERPA).

3 High-Level Cognitive Engineering Ontology

This section describes the high-level ontology aligning Abstraction Hierarchy
(AH) and Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) as both models are complimen-
tary and prevail in the cognitive engineering community. Semantic relations are
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also defined with the domain ontology S: an unstructured set of state variables
describing the system and its environment, an example of which is shown later
on in this article in Fig. 3.

Rasmussen and Vicente’s abstraction hierarchy (AH) layers have been used
with many different interpretations of its building blocks. Indeed, Vicente
explains that the number of AH layers and their interpretation is open to varia-
tions [16], depending of the system under scrutiny and the type of analysis. We
intend to lay down some AH pragmatics to ease practical ecological design and
joint-use with task-oriented analysis paradigms such as HTA.

3.1 Abstraction Hierarchy Pragmatics

The following pragmatic considerations were derived from a literature review
including Hajdukiewicz and Vicente theoretical note [4] and Vicente’s article
about Ecological Interface design progress and challenges [15]. They cover the
five generic mean-ends related levels of the Abstraction Hierarchy.

Functional Purpose. Overall event-independent purpose of the system.
Example: Fly passengers from A to B.

Abstract Functions. Abstract system features relevant to measure achieve-
ment of overarching goal. Each item can be further described by a set of metrics
integrating measurable system states.

Examples: Passenger comfort, Fuel usage, Safe flight, Respect of regulations.
Semantic binding: f : S′ ⊂ S → R.

Generalized Functions. Designate the functions controlling roughly indepen-
dent sets of system states. Usually, achievement of each item requires a specific
set of skills or technologies.

Examples: Navigation, Steering, Communication, System management, Crew
management.

Semantic binding: Set of states to control: S′ ⊂ S.

Physical Functions. Describe the families of equipment used to control states
mentioned in the generalized functions. Generic equipment might be described
by necessary additional states.

Examples: Manual control, Autopilot, FMS, Thrust control, Fuel pumps, Stall
warning.

Semantic binding: Controlled states: S′ ⊂ S, Internal states: S′′ ⊂ S,
Input events: E.

Physical Forms. Physical instances of device families, displays for a specific
design, including location and interfaces.

Examples: Flight control unit interface, throttle design, side stick (3D
shapes), fuel management display.
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Semantic binding: 3D Geometry , Feedback mapping, Interaction mapping,
where a feedback mapping represents a modification of the 3D geometry, tex-
tures, based on system states and an interaction mapping describes the emission
of events based on user interaction inputs.

Such pragmatics allows engineers to semantically bind an abstraction hier-
archy to a domain ontology S.

3.2 HTA Pragmatics

The ontological alignment between Hierarchical Task Analysis and Work Domain
Analysis was inspired by Hajdukiewicz and Vicente [4]. It is based on the def-
inition of a task as a goal-directed operation that aims at changing a set of
input state values to new output state values. Consequently, the connecting
pieces between HTA and AH are the system states acted on for the former and
described in the latter.

Therefore we can describe a task with a set of state variables - subset of
S -, their initial and desired final values. This way, high-level tasks such as
Landing the plane can be described in terms of changes in altitude, speed,
gear position and physical tasks such as Press Autopilot 1 Engage button
in terms of punctual changes in the cockpit element states. Cognitive tasks can
also be interpreted in terms of changes in mental states. A formal, semantically
bound description of HTA cognitive tasks and plans as originally introduced by
Annett [1] will be treated as part of future work.

We aim to create and use semantically connected HTAs in the two following
flavors.

Descriptive HTA. A descriptive HTA produces a task model from observa-
tions of operators in their work environment. It usually conducted by Human
Factors experts in a paper-based fashion. Variability in operator behavior can
be captured by conducting several HTAs and blending the results into more
complicated plans.

Normative HTA. HTA models can also be normative as they describe the
tasks to be performed by an operator to reach a certain goal. Interpreted as
such, an HTA model can serve as an expert knowledge base for training purpose
or to implement a human agent model for simulation purpose.

4 System Architecture

This section technically describes a computer architecture that enables ecolog-
ical system design and evaluation by implementing the theoretical framework
introduced in the previous section. We propose an extensible system architec-
ture supported by semantic technologies and Virtual Reality. The purpose of
such a system is to suppress technical integration challenges often hindering
engineers from conducting early full-scale Human Factors analysis. It also allows
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engineers to provide decision-makers with quantitative human-related metrics
early enough to influence design decisions.

Several components are semantically connected through the system, as shown
in Fig. 1:

1. The work domain provides the unstructured domain ontology S and simulates
system dynamics (ex: flight model + cockpit logic).

2. The virtual reality engine: handles VR rendering, head and finger tracking
and collision detection.

3. The interaction interpreter: responsible for translation between VR events
and the work domain.

4. The Human Factors module organizes the work domain using semantically
aligned Human Factors methods that provide the engineer with modeling and
analysis tools.

We chose to display the cockpit geometry and embedded systems to the operator
in an immersive virtual reality (VR) environment similar to the one described
in [10]. The pilot interacts with the virtual environment using a Head-Mounted-
Display and accurate finger-tracking with collision detection as well as a physical
stick, rudders and throttle. User inputs are then translated into the work domain
ontology.

4.1 Decentralized Co-simulation

Extensibility is enforced by a decentralized network architecture assuring a con-
stant entry cost for any additional subsystem or analysis tool. Every component
is free to advertise or listen to topics, vehicles for state values, as shown in Fig. 1.
We used the Robot Operating System (ROS) communication framework [14] to
enforce this decentralized architecture.

4.2 Interaction Templates

An important task is to enforce meaningful communication between flight-
related modules and the VR environment. A broadly adopted architecture for
that type of problem is the Model View Controller (MVC) design pattern illus-
trated in Fig. 2.

MVC Design Pattern. The view is the cockpit geometry as shown in the VR
environment, comprising the displays, outside visuals, button and lever states.
The controller implements the user VR interactions such as touching objects,
displays with virtually tracked fingers for instance. The model here is mostly the
state of the work domain, continuously updated through the flight simulation.
In practice, the MVC update and manipulate operations are to be procedurally
implemented in one of the grey boxes (model, view or controller) with specific
behavior for each element of the view, controller and model as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the decentralized system architecture.

Fig. 2. Model-View-Controller design pattern

Interaction Templates. MVC works well in most software involving user inter-
action since the model and the user interface are constants of the design problem.
The implementation therefore reflects the specifics of the wanted behavior. In our
framework, model, view and controller are the object of analysis and therefore
are variables rather than constants. One needs to abstract further out the MVC
design pattern to operationally accommodate different flight models, cockpit
geometries and interaction modes. Moreover, in order to be formally analyzed, a
cockpit behavior cannot be hardcoded and is therefore represented declaratively
using interaction templates. Interaction templates are comprised of both a com-
putational primitive that implements generic update/manipulate operations as
well as placeholders for elements from the Model, View or Controller involved in
the interaction. Examples of interaction templates are: push-button with feedback
led, touch-screen display, lever with discrete positions, stick, dimmer, etc.
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5 Case Study

We used the above-mentioned high-level ontology and architectural guidelines
to implement a novel virtual reality flight simulation environment. The first step
is to create an extensive work domain analysis of flight deck operations.

5.1 Aviation Domain Ontology

Numerical simulation of the flight parameters and flight deck systems require the
storage and maintenance of state variables. Only states actually observable or
controllable from a flight deck design point of view have been taken into account.
For instance, sensor internal states and dynamics are ignored as sensor values
are purely simulated. The dynamics of the subsystems were integrated to the
runtime environment using X-Plane 10.

System and Environment States. An roughly structured flight deck work
domain has been compiled as a set of categorized state variables, mostly inspired
from XPlane datarefs [8], as shown in Fig. 3. There are dozens of different com-
mercial airliners on the current market. It seems unreasonable to use a single
model to describe their behavior. However it can be argued that many state vari-
ables can be shared across different aircraft and reuse of existing state variables
should be promoted to ease comparative studies and interoperability with tools
from other disciplines.

Fig. 3. An example subset of flight deck domain state variables
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HF Models. To support Human Factors analysis, system and environment
state variables can be semantically linked to an abstraction hierarchy. Figure 4
shows an example of flight deck abstraction hierarchy semantically linked with
state variables.

Fig. 4. Simplified abstraction hierarchy of a airliner flight deck, with examples of
semantic links to the work domain state space.

6 Conclusion

The objectives of this work were to lay down some semantics and pragmatics of
cognitive engineering methods as guidelines for the implementation of an inte-
grated cockpit design and evaluation framework. The resulting platform yields
the following promising conclusions.

Integration Time is Drastically Reduced. The proposed decentralized
test bench enables much quicker integration of new subsystems, virtual reality
engines, physiological sensors and human factors analysis modules. The system
can be deployed in different configurations, ranging from mobile setups with
inertial head tracking and web-browser 3D rendering to rooms equipped with
high-accuracy optical head, finger tracking and high-fidelity rendering in head-
mounted displays or VR caves.

Integrated Testing of New Subsystems can be Achieved with Early
Prototypes. New prototypes of subsystems can be integrated and semantically
linked to human factors models very easily. For instance, any HTML5 display
prototype or Matlab flight control algorithm can interact with the full flight
simulation and benefit from the same analysis capabilities.
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Analysis of Human-In-The-Loop Experiments is Substantially Less
Tenuous. Every interaction between the pilot and the cockpit is recorded and
can be operationally replayed and analyzed offline, greatly simplifying the task
of Human Factors experts. Therefore, a plurality of HFE methods can be opera-
tionalized. Pilot studies conducted with a preliminary version of this framework
can be seen in [13].

The modularity of this tool is already leveraged through the adoption of
new projects ranging from the evaluation of novel flight system management
concepts to testing augmented reality head-worn displays for pilots. We believe
new domains of applications and other Human Factors methods can easily benefit
from this work.

7 Future Work

As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, HTAs can be used either in a descriptive or norma-
tive manner. Ongoing work is focusing of enabling robust semi-automated HTA
generation from pilot experiments. Moreover, capturing expert knowledge into
HTA models can also be used for agent modeling purposes or as a basis for
intelligent support systems. It is also planned to enhance the existing system
with eye-tracking pattern analysis and voice-detection features to allow for more
extensive analysis including cognitive tasks.
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